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How to use this curriculum
I'm so excited that you've chosen Rabbit Trails Through Literature

to use in your homeschool! This curriculum is a literature based,

relaxed curriculum for elementary grades. What this means is that

it's not designed to have lots of busy work. It's designed to provide

quality literature to your children, light grammar lessons,

opportunities for copywork, creative writing assignments, and

other means to learn fun and essential language arts material. 

Rabbit Trails through Literature was created with homeschooling

adventures in mind. Not only will we be covering Language Arts,

but Rabbit Trails will take you into studies in science, social studies,

and other subjects as well, using books to lead the way. This

curriculum is meant to be used on your child's level. It's not meant

to have boxes checked off each day, but to do what works for your

unique family. When it comes to copywork and writing, there are

suggestions given, but take what you need and leave the rest. If

your child isn't at the level of the suggestions, then create what

works for them. Same thing if they're capable of beyond what is

recommended. Make this curriculum your own! 

Rabbit Trails through Literature is a full Language Arts Curriculum

consisting of 16 lessons that are designed to be used over 32 weeks.

However, it does not include spelling or reading/phonics

instruction. You are encouraged to use this alone, or to add in any

additional curriculum to fulfill these needs. If you're looking for

recommendations, our family has loved All About Learning

Press and Dash Into Learning for these areas. 

https://www.allaboutlearningpress.net/go.php?id=1575&url=6120
https://dashintolearning.com/?ref=8ictaodbnonw


notebook style curriculum

I encouage you to enjoy reading as many of the books listed in this

curriculum as you can! Quality literature is the framework of this

curriculum. The main 16 books were chosen specifically because so

many of them are award winning and have lasted through the test

of time. However, don't become overwhelmed with purchasing

these books if you don't have the means. Many can be found at

libraries, on used book websites, etc.  The books listed in the Rabbit

Trails and Library Lists are just suggestions. Use what books you

have on hand or find at your own library on the topic! If you do

choose to buy all of the books, you can access them all in my shop.

As you may have noticed, this curriculum does not include any kind

of workbook for your children to work in. This was designed to all

be done in a notebook. You may choose a standard, wide ruled

notebook, or for younger kids you may choose to use a primary

writing notebook. Feel free to use whatever method works best for

you and your child. 

https://amazon.com/shop/thisbitoflife


Unit Two: Fairytales, Concrete Poetry, Dictionary, Imagery,

Personificiation, Review

Rabbit Trails: Fairy Tales, Abstract Art, Dictionary, Bears, 

Trains, Cherokee
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the
lesson

Let's learn about sentence types. We know that

sentences end in some type of punctuation: a period,

question mark, or exclamation point. These

punctuations are for different sentence types called

declarative (sentences that end in a period that make a statement),

interrogative (sentences that end in a question mark and ask a

question), exclamatory (sentences that show excitement and end in

an exclamation point), and imperative (sentences that command us

to do something and end in either a period or an exclamation point).

As you read Tea Party in the Woods, try to find each of these

sentence types.

work
copy "If it's pie you need, we have plenty to share!" Slice by

slice, they assembled a new pie on a pretty plate.

Share with the Lord’s people who are in need. Practice

hospitality. -Romans 12:13

In A Tea Party in the Woods, the animals are so eagar and happy to

help Kikko. She needed a new pie to take to her grandmother and they

made sure she didn't leave empty handed. They took what they had

and they shared it with this girl that they just met. When we share

with others, it can often be a blessing to us as much as it is the person

who we are giving to. It also pleases the Lord when we share! Find an

opportunity this week to share something special with someone else.
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some
fun

Have your very own tea party! Make your tea party

as grand or as simple as you'd like. Tea parties are a

great way to gather together as a family and make

your poetry or reading time extra special. 

You can have any type of tea you choose and any type of snack you

choose. You can also make this into a home economics lesson by

baking your own cakes or treats. Take it a step further by mixing

your very own herbs to make your own tea concoctions! Break out

the fine china, use a plastic tea set, or use simple mugs. The most

important thing here is a fun, memorable experience.
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Let's learn more about tea

parties around the world!

Start by reading How the

Queen Found the Perfect Cup

of Tea by Kate Hosford.

Continue learning

with Teatime with

Emma Buttersnap

by Lindsey Tate.

Learn about the art of a Japanese Tea

Ceremony by going to CTV Your

Morning's YouTube channel and

watching Here's How to Host a Proper

Japanese Tea Ceremony.
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list...

LibraryTea Party Rules

by Ame Dyckman

Fu Finds the Way

by John Rocco

Teatime Around the World

by Denyse Waissbluth
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https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/20842835.Denyse_Waissbluth


-Write your own story using the different sentence types. Pay

attention to your ending punctuation! In your story, you can go on

your own adventure in the woods, or create something completely

different. Use your imagination and have fun!

-Try different types of teas from different countries. Matcha tea

from Japan is usually easy to find and is very unique in flavor. If

you have a Japanese market nearby, grab some bean paste treats

called wagashi to go with your tea.

-Find different countries on the map after you read about their tea

parties. You can also print and color a map, labeling the countries

you've learned about. Make a legend and write in what type of tea

they have in each country.

-Conduct a flying tea bag experiment! Empty a bag of tea, unfold it

all the way, and sit it up on a metal or stone surface with the bag

open. Light the top of the tea bag on fire (parents only, please!), and

as it burns, watch it float into the air! This is the same heat energy

that allows hot air balloons to fly.

-Read the short poem A Cup of Tea by E.L. Sylvester and enjoy the

vintage drawing that goes with it.
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